
Re-Seeding

Imaginations





My first seed teachers



 

“My generation is now the door to memory. That is why I am remembering.”

-Joy Harjo



Re-Storying our Foods



We are lineal descendants of

 our traditional seeds...

Restoring Relationship to the cosmogeneology 

in our Indigenous Foodways



Our Ceremonial Cycles 

are our Food Cycles









“The Expedition you are appointed to command is to be directed against 

the hostile tribes of the Six Nations of Indians, with their associates and 

adherents. The immediate objects are the total destruction and devastation of their

settlements, and the capture of as many prisoners of every age and 

sex as possible. It will be essential to ruin their crops now in the ground and

prevent their planting more. Whence

parties should be detached to lay waste all the settlements around, with

instructions to do it in the most effectual manner, that the country may not be

merely overrun, but destroyed.  But you

will not by any means listen to any overture of peace before the total ruinment

of their settlements is effected. Our future security will be in their

inability to injure us and in the terror with which the severity of the

chastisement they receive will 

inspire them.   -General Sullivan, 1779





The Kanenhaká:ion Tsiakwaiénthos partnership has been a

mutually beneficial relationship between Seedshed, Hudson

Valley Farm Hub, and members of the Akwesasne Mohawk

community that has grown out of a practice of trust and

healing as we move towards reconciliation and reparations.



Let us not be defined by our

intergenerational trauma having to carry the 

blood memory of 500+ years of resisting the

colonial violence; 

 

let us instead be animated by our 

ancestral brilliance that runs like

 wild rivers in our blood and bones.





Our Resilience is rooted in Diversity







Restoration of Indigenous Kinship, Trade Routes, and

 Regenerative Economies that align with our values



Intercultural Collaboration

Re-seeding the Culture of Belonging in our Foodways

A diverse culture of agriculture moving towards the possibility of cultural sanity again



Holistic Seed to Table Approach of 

Foodways Revitalization







Indigenous Seed Census'
 

What is the State and Health of Seed In our Tribal Communities? 

 

How Seed Resilient Are We? 





Cultivating and investing in regenerative economic models

that align with our Indigenous cultural values; 

We will not invest in economic models 

that harm what we love

 





Through mentorship and education, we are keeping the

cultural context of evolutionary services alive and thriving; 

 

Restoring the Food Commons









Practicing Radical Imagination in our Foodways Revitalization

 





How do we envision the indigenous role in the

larger Seed and Food Commons and coordinate

collaborative efforts to care for our seeds that is in

rightrelationship to our indigenous cosmology?







www.nativefoodalliance.org

IG: rowenwhite

IG: nativefoodalliance




